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Abstract. One of the most perspective non-traditional sources of
hydrocarbon raw materials and energy is gas hydrates (GH), which
stimulates their large-scale study in many laboratories and scientific
centers around the world. The interest in the GH is related to the possibility
of their industrial application. The use of technologies for storage and
transportation of natural gas in the form of GH requires fundamental
kinetic studies of the hydration process at atmospheric pressure in the
presence of chemical impurities (catalysts, surfactants, etc.). During the
research, an increase in the rate of gas hydrates formation was discovered
at the expense of activated impurities and composite compounds obtained
on their basis, which lead to changes in the hydrochemical and
hydrodynamical modes of systems. It was established that the process of
GH formation occurs due to the binding of methane macromolecules and
other chemical impurities, which contribute to increase the number of
moles of gaseous methane, due to the flow of exchange processes between
the polymer matrix and water soluble salts, as well as a result of the change
in the hydrodynamics of the water system. The purpose of this work is to
investigate the effect of polyelectrolytes solutions hydrodynamic properties
on the GH formation. We used a number of ionenes based on polymeric
quaternary ammonium salts, side aliphatic radicals of different lengths
contained in the acyl fragment.

1 Introduction
The unconventional methods of recovering and obtaining various energy sources are of
great interest in recent years, and are directly related to the annual increase in consumption
of fuel and energy resources. For this very reason the intensification of geological and
prospecting works of all types of energy raw materials is certainly of high priority in
Ukraine. One of the alternatives to increasing energy consumption is the search and
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evaluation for unconventional hydrocarbon deposits [1 – 3].
The coal industry of Ukraine providing the extraction and primary processing of hard
and brown coal, is one of the main branches of the Ukrainian fuel industry. However, the
majority of coal reserves are in difficult mining and geological conditions (low thickness of
coal seams, great depths of extracting, low rocks stability, increased water-inflow
coefficient, seams high gas content) [4]. It forces one to create new strategies for energy
development of the country.
The problem of rational use of the existing potential of hydrocarbon gases, in particular
methane, remains relevant both as for coal, oil and gas industries, so for petrochemical
industry [5 – 7]. This is particularly true for the transportation and storage technologies of
natural gas resources [8], coalmine methane [9], methane of drainage boreholes [10], gas of
marginal field and marine field [11], and oil-associated gas.
The introduction of gas hydrate technologies based on the ability of gas and water
molecules to form stable clathrate structures, which will provide the possibility of obtaining
an additional energy source, is a promising direction in solution of this problem. However,
the hydrate formation process, which is the key one, requires intensive binding of
significant gas volumes into the gas-hydrate form. Its efficiency determines the economic
performance of the technology and the quality of the final product.
Gas hydrate technologies, in comparison with the existing ones, also provide an
opportunity with greater energy efficiency to separate mixtures of gases and liquids,
compress gases to high pressures, concentrate aquatic solutions, produce and accumulate
cold, utilize and store up the carbon dioxide. To study them is also important for solving
the problems of methane gas hydrates deposits development, in particular, in the Black
Sea water area [12, 13].
From the fundamental point of view, gas hydrates are interesting for that they are
objects of supramolecular (permolecular) chemistry – a relatively new science that studies
the other, subtler principle of chemical matter organization, based not so much on a specific
chemical binding as on the favourable spatial complementarity of the reactants, even in the
case of only weak van der Waals interactions between them. The physical, physical and
mechanical, thermodynamic and electromagnetic properties of gas hydrates, as a solid, are
similar to ice, and the study of cryogenic systems has always been an important aspect both
for the conditions of life advent and existence, and in order to control the speed and
mechanisms of biological processes [14]. The study of the molecules interaction patterns in
gas hydrate systems and the structure of the compounds formed, their thermodynamic
stability zones (phase diagrams), the kinetics of formation and decomposition is of great
importance for many branches of industry and science.
Generally, all hydrophobous gases and highly volatile liquids with molecular sizes of
3.8 – 9.2 Å, and also some hydrophilic compounds having a sufficiently weak interaction
with water, which does not prevent clathrate formation, are capable of GH formation
[15]. The existing and developed Heriot-Watt Hydrate model (HWHYD) does not
consider the mechanism of stable GH compounds formation with almost any
hydrophobous gases and highly volatile liquids having molecular dimensions indicated
above. Without solving these issues, the technological problems related to gas hydrate
systems cannot be solved successfully.
From a practical point of view, the research results are necessary to improve modern
technologies for gas production, transportation and storage, as well as to improve the safety
of mining operations, and develop new technologies for the integrated development of coal
deposits [16]. It can be stated that the study of the GH formation mechanism seems to be
one of the most important and urgent problems.
Based on research conducted in the innovative technologies laboratory of National
Mining University (National Technical University “Dnipro Polytechnic”), it was found out
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that all the solutions of surface-active materials (surfactants) reduce the surface tension of
the solution by 79 – 96%, although the hydrate formation rate is significantly changed.
Thus, it was concluded that the solubilization, passing at the nanoscale level, is the
mechanism of hydrate formation. For these nonionic surface-active materials (nonionic
surfactants), a feature has been found related to the existence of two zones available for the
solubilizate – a hydrophobous hydrocarbon core and a thick (polymolecular) hydrophilic
polyoxyethylene capsule, wherein the solubilizate can dissolve both in the core and in the
hydrophilic outer micelles capsule. Consequently, it is distributed in equilibrium between
these two zones, while the extremely hydrophobous paraffin hydrocarbons, in particular
methane, are localized when solubilizing only in the hydrocarbon core of the micelles. The
studies of X-ray diffraction in concentrated solutions of surfactants containing solubilizate
have shown that when hydrocarbons are dissolved, there occurs the introduction of
solubilizate molecules into the intramicellar space between the hydrocarbon-terminated
molecules of surfactants.
The peculiarity of this mechanism is that as a result of the surfactants application, the
inverse microgas emulsions are formed [17]. This process is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Scheme of formation of surfactants microgas emulsions: green – water; red – gaseous methane.

Such microgas emulsions, according to Plato, arise when foaming the system
“methane + surfactant + water”. In the zone of three films contact that belong to three or
more contiguous bubbles, a Plato channel is formed. Herein, the methane bubbles in GH
have the shape of pentagonal dodecahedron. It is necessary to consider the fact that, at
concentrations of 10-4 – 10-2 mol/l at a temperature of 274 K, gaseous methane is
concentrated inside the pentagonal dodecahedron. This occurs as a result of cryoprotectant
properties of surfactants at the indicated temperatures. The resulting micelles are actually
the inverse, concentrating the gaseous methane.

2 Literature data analysis and formulation of the problem
The process of the GH formation is in the formation of a new phase (solid). The
uncontrolled processes proceeding are caused by the fact that the new state of the system
under the changed conditions is more stable and has a lower energy reserve. The formation
of interphase surfaces and associated surface phenomena is due to excess surface energy.
This is due to the fact that the molecules of the gaseous phase (methane) are in the
interphase surface, have excess energy in comparison with the molecules in the volume
because of their uncompensated intermolecular interactions. The resulting uncompensated
intermolecular interactions are caused by the difference in the composition and structure of
the contacting phases, and this leads to the occurrence of surface forces and an excess of
energy – surface energy, on the interphase surface.
Transportation and use of GH consists of three phases: hydrate formation; transportation
by itself; gas release in its decomposition. The first stage is the mixing of gas with water
under the necessary conditions. One of the serious problems is the low rate of hydrate
formation, which slows down the industrial application of this method. To solve this
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problem, surfactants and hydrotropes are often used [18], which makes it possible to find
out the fine details of the mechanism of the hydrate formation process and its kinetics.
Nevertheless, when adding surfactants, a side effect is often observed, which leads to a
decrease in the methane hydrate stability. As it is shown in the work of [19], this can be
avoided by adding a mixture of sodium dodecyl sulfate, xanthan, or starch.
The problem of the hydrate formation process acceleration is being studied by scientists
from India, Iran, Canada, the USA, and Beijing. Thus, Iranian researchers studied the effect
of copper oxide nanoparticles usage in order to increase the volume of gas absorbed by
water to better convert water to a hydrate state and to increase the kinetics of the hydrate
formation process [20]. The United States scientists have developed a technology for
spraying water through the gas phase to increase the contact area of the hydrogen and gas
phases, which leads to the hydrate formation process acceleration [21]. Indian scientists
have proposed the use of surfactants to accelerate the process of hydrates nucleation, to
provide for more active heat transfer and to increase the water and gas contact surface [22].
The first group in the field of studying the processes of hydrate formation in electrolytes
solutions under laboratory conditions was the Canadian group of Professor P.R. Bishnoi
[23]. These studies were carried out in a stirred-tank reactor in solutions of NaCl and KCl
with different mineralization (up to 8 wt.%), in a narrow temperature range (270 – 274 K)
at a fixed stirrer speed of 400 rpm. In this work, the diffusive mechanism of the hydrate
formation process is considered. It is assumed that on the surface of the hydrate particles
formed there is a water film through which the gas diffuses to the hydrate surface.
In works of [24, 25], the natural gas hydrates synthesized in sodium and calcium
chlorides solutions were the objects of the study. The concentrations of sodium chloride
solutions were 5, 10 and 15%, which corresponds to the total mineralization of salt brines
51.8; 107.1 and 166.3 grams per litre. It was identified that the chemical nature of salts
affects the formation and decomposition processes, as well as the texture of natural gas
hydrates [26, 27]. The hydrates formation in sodium chloride solutions proceeds more
slowly than in calcium chloride solutions. With increase in mineralization of solutions, the
rate of gas hydrates decomposition increases.
The kinetics of hydrate formation of carbon dioxide and gas mixtures containing carbon
dioxide in sodium chloride solutions, was studied by the Beijing group of Professor
T.M. Guo [28]. The experiments were also carried out in a stirred-tank reactor.
The work of [29] describes the kinetic curves of methane hydrate formation in distilled
water and water containing inhibitors (concentration of salts – up to 5 wt.%). In accordance
with the traditional concepts of formal kinetics, a process proceeding mechanism has been
proposed, which includes the stages of gas dissolution, a metastable hydrate cluster
formation and a gas hydrate particle growth. The potential reversibility of each process
stage was taken into account, and a general kinetic equation was suggested. The pressure of
the gas-hydrating agent was not maintained during the process. The absorption rate of
methane was calculated according the pressure drop in the experimental cell.
Thus, the results of fundamental studies of the GH formation mechanism, as well as
data on the chemical additives and surfactants which influence on the hydrate formation
rate, can significantly affect the technological and economic attractiveness of natural gas
storage in the gas hydrate form.
A new direction in the GH formation is their production in the presence of
polyelectrolytes (PE), which are widely used in various industries as flocculants and
coagulants of disperse systems, for example, for clarification of waste and turbid waters, for
structuring of soils and grounds from radioactive elements [30], as well as for the colloids
stabilization, in particular, for emulsions and foams, which is especially important in the
obtaining GH. Besides, it is known that PE make an effect on the hydrodynamic properties
of ecosystems [31]. The polymer dissolution in the liquid is accompanied not only by an
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increase in the viscosity, but also by an increase in the rate of the turbulent flow of the
polymer solution in comparison with the flow rate of the initial low-viscous dissolvent.
This paradox (Toms effect), which was discovered in the middle of the last century, up to
the present time does not have a generally accepted theoretical basis. The first who engaged
in a detailed study of the effect of the hydrodynamic drag reduce were hydromechanics
who considered macromolecules of different chemical nature only as mathematical objects
devoid of individual physical and chemical properties. This made possible to present a
formal quantitative description of the phenomenon, but such a mechanistic approach is one
of the reasons for the lack of the Toms effect explanation [32].

3 Materials and methods of research of hydrodynamic regimes
influence on hydrate formation process
3.1 The essence of conducted research
The stalagmometric method with automatic photoelectron count of drops (measurement
error 0.1%) was used. To determine the critical concentration of micelle formation (CMC),
a conductometric method was used (conductivity meter No. 5721, Wroclaw: ElVRO). The
electrical conductivity was measured with a Wheatstone bridge (measurement error 0.05 – 0.1%).
Interphase electric potential was measured by the potentiometric method using the
PPTV1 potentiometer.
The number average molecular weight of the polyelectrolyte samples was determined
by spectrophotometric titration of amine-terminated groups 0.01 with HCl alcoholic
solution in triphenyl-verdazil presence, and was also evaluated from the reduced viscosity
of aqueous solutions of ionenes at a concentration of 0.1 g/dl. The measurements of the PE
solutions viscosity were carried out on a VPJ-1 viscometer with a capillary diameter of
0.54 mm after temperature equilibrium was set at 25 + 0.1 ºC.
3.2 Experimental studies of the rate of gas hydrates formation
The research on the study of the GH formation mechanism in the presence of surfactants
was carried out in an installation created in the innovative technologies laboratory of
National Mining University (National Technical University “Dnipro Polytechnic”) [33,
17]. The laboratory facility makes it possible to conduct the research of high-speed
methane GH production under mild conditions (at pressures up to 7 MPa) and
temperatures from 274 to 281 K.
The methods of experiments for obtaining methane GH in the presence of surfactants in
laboratory conditions is described in the work of [34]. The rate of methane hydrate
formation was determined by the kinetic method from the initial rate of the ice crust
formation, and then the amount of methane per unit volume (Cm) was determined at
different surfactant contents.
The methodology for determining the amount of methane per unit GH volume obtained
at different surfactant content, as described in detail in work [34], include the following
main stages:
1. Temperature decrease in the climatic thermal chamber and, accordingly, in the
hydrate formation reactor from 274 to 263 – 258 K after the end of the GH production
process, when all the water reacted with the gas;
2. Closing of valves on the cylinder with gas and on the reducer;
3. Disconnecting the high-pressure hose from the reducer and connecting it to the gas
meter;
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4. Opening the reactor valve and temperature rise to room temperature in the chamber
and in the reactor;
5. Decomposition of methane hydrate and passing the released gas through the gas
meter to determine its amount.
Knowing the value of the extracted methane and the volume of water poured into the
reactor, the value of Cm was determined. Then the gas pressure in the reactor was reduced
by 1 MPa and the determinations were repeated.

4 The results of experimental studies of the gas hydrates
formation mechanism in the presence of polyelectrolytes
The hydrodynamic properties of PE are largely determined by intra- and intermolecular
electrostatic interaction of charged sections of the chain, which leads to the formation of
unfolded conformations [35]. On the other hand, the presence of hydrophobous groups, the
possibility of forming intramolecular salt bridges and hydrogen bonds leads to the
compact structures formation. In general, the conformational state of the PE
macromolecule is determined by the ratio of forces of electrostatic and non-electrostatic
interactions, which can be estimated from the values of the characteristic viscosities. A
sharp increase in the reduced viscosity in the area of low polymer concentrations does not
make it possible to determine the characteristic viscosity by extrapolation to zero
concentration, and therefore the viscosimetrical data were linearized in the coordinates of
the equations in the works of [36, 37].
The values of the characteristic viscosities for the fully-ionized [η]fi and fully
nonionized [η]fn states are calculated by extrapolation for zero abscissa. It is obvious that the
ratio of these quantities will characterize the change in the volume of the coil macromolecule
at the changes of polyion dissociation degree from 0 to 1. Then the quantity of:
 [η ]
fi
α =
 [η ]
fn


1

3
 ,



(1)

will characterize the increase in the radius of the coil in the process of the polyelectrolyte
swelling. All the calculated parameters for aqueous and mixed solvents show that the
characteristic viscosity for a fully-ionized polymer decreases substantially with the
elongation of the side alkyls. This is obviously connected with the hydrophobous
interactions stabilizing a compact structure of the macromolecule. The consequence of this
is the reduction of swelling parameter α.
The value of the true characteristic viscosity at an infinitely large ionic strength of the
solution has been obtained by isoionic dilutions method. The constancy of the ionic
strength of the solution in the process of dilution results in a linear dependence of the
reduced viscosity on the polymer concentration (Fig. 2). This makes it possible to
determine the characteristic viscosity at a given ionic strength of the solution [η]Ii as well as
characteristic viscosity at the infinite ionic strength [η]∞ using the Fuoss-Strauss equation.
Based on the above experimental data, we attempted to determine some
macromolecular parameters of synthesized ionenes, and also to estimate the change in
nonelectrostatic interactions during PE solutions dilution with the use of empirical
constants. The structure of the polymers obtained makes it possible to consider them as
semirigid macromolecules and to determine the length of the statistical segment and the
hydrodynamic radius of the macroion.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the reduced viscosity on the concentration for polyelectrolyte in water and in a
salt brine: 1 – water; 2 – 5 – in KCl solution with ionic strength, mol/m3; 2 – 1.2·10-3; 3 – 1.3·10-3;
4 – 1.6·10-3; 5 – 1.7·10-3.

The values [η]с and [η]∞ are the characteristic viscosities at the infinite ionic
strength. However, the value of [η]с characterizes the state of the polymer at its
concentration in a solution tending to infinity, that is, under conditions of maximum
non-electrostatic interactions, while [η]∞ value is determined by extrapolation to zero
concentration. Thus, the ratio:

ηс
,
η∞

ϕ∞ =

(2)

will characterize the change in the volume of the coil macromolecule due to the
hydrophobous bonds formation at infinite ionic strength. Then the ratio:

ϕIi =

ηс
,
[η ]Ii

(3)

will characterize non-electrostatic bonds destruction in the process of polyelectrolyte
swelling in passing from an infinitely great to a fixed value of ionic strength. The calculated
macromolecular parameters, as well as the values of φ∞ and φIi show that an increase in the
length of the side hydrocarbon radicals leads to intensification of non-electrostatic
interactions and formation of more compact conformations.
This became a prerequisite for the use of watersoluble nitrogenated polymers, which
include into the main chain the fragments of various organic acids, as the regulators of
hydrochemical and hydrodynamic regimes in the process of GH production.
When adding this type of polymers in the concentration range of 10-3 – 10-6 g/l, the
reduced viscosity ηr/С becomes negative, that is, the viscosity of the system is lower than
the standard viscosity of water. The abnormal character of the aqueous solutions viscosity
of the polymers presented leads to a change in the rate of hydrate formation processes. The
degree of this influence is determined by the chemical structure and the molecular weight
of the polymers.
The studies have been carried out in the laboratory conditions on the influence of five
polymers on the hydrochemical and hydrodynamic regimes of aqueous systems (hereinafter
polymers are represented by sequence numbers from 1 to 5).
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Number of methane moles ( n , mole)

The experiment was carried out according to the methodology described in the work
of [34]. Each of five polymers were added at concentrations of: 0.01; 0.05; 0.1 mol/m3.
Analysis of polymers influencing the process of methane hydrate formation was
determined by the moles number of methane in the GH as well as according to the rate of
formation. The analysis of obtained data shows that at all concentrations for polymers
No. 1, 2, 3 and at concentrations of 0.05 mol/m3 for polymers No. 4 and 5, the
concentration of gaseous methane is above the control point. The rate of the hydrate
formation process compared to a control point at concentrations of 0.1 mol/m3 for all
polymers, and for polymer No. 4 at concentrations of 0.05 mol/m3 – by 120 – 150%. The
dependence is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the amount of methane retention (n, mole) in GH (1); dependence of the rate of
GH formation in the PE presence at a polymer concentration of 0.01 kg/m3 (2).

It was found out in experimental industrial installations that the rate of methane gas
hydrate formation during the experiment ranged from 0.02 to 0.16 mol/(m3·s). The average
values of this parameter indicate that for polymer No. 2 at its concentration of 0.1 mol/m3
and No. 4 at a concentration of 0.01 mol/m3, they exceed the control point value by 1.4 –
1.5 times. The concentration of hydrogen ions during the experiment varied within the
range of рН = 8 – 9.
It should be noted that the coefficient of this parameter variation ranges from 1.7 for
polymer No. 4 at a concentration of 0.1 mol/m3 to 4 at a concentration of 0.01 mol/m3. It
was 2.5 in the control series. It is of interest that the coefficient for methane variation is
much higher, it ranges from 12.5 for control to 36.8 for polymer No. 4 at a concentration
of 0.1 mol/m3.
The rate of GH formation at the beginning of the experiment was low (1.9 –
5.0 mol/(m3·s)), and after a certain time it increased by 2 – 17 times, and, what is more, in
the control point the increase was by 6 times. After one day, an increase in the rate of GH
formation was observed for all polymers, except for control where it has decreased by 30%.
The dynamics of the rate of methane hydrate formation in the presence of PE is
presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of the rate change in the methane hydrates formation: 1 – control; 2 – polymer No. 2
with a concentration of 0.05 mol/m3; 3 – polymer No. 1 with a concentration 0.1 mol/m3; 4 – polymer
No. 5 with a concentration of 0.1 mol/m3; 5 – polymer No. 3 with a concentration of 0.05 mol/m3.

5 Conclusions
It has been established on the basis of conducted experiments, that the studied
polyelectrolytes (PEs) have a “retention” ability with respect to methane in water during the
hydrate formation process, and also the pH media stabilization occurs.
The formation of GH occurs as a result of the macromolecules binding under the influence
of gaseous methane and some other chemical additives that contribute to the increase in the
number of gaseous methane moles, due to the exchange processes between the polymer
matrix and watersoluble salts, and also in the change of the water system hydrodynamics.
Taking into account the peculiarities of PE solutions under the condition of temperature or
pH change, and adding of chemical additives (salts), the coacervation phenomenon takes
place, as a result of which the system is divided into two phases, which leads to the formation
of a spatial grid. As a result, an increase in the rate of GH formation was observed from 2 to
17 times, depending on the PE structure, its concentration and the reaction time.
The mechanism of this process is associated with a spontaneous, uncontrolled change in
the PE solutions viscosity. As a result of changes in the hydrodynamic properties of water,
an increase in the amount of gaseous methane in the GH is observed up to 36.8 mol per a
mole of water at a PE concentration of 0.1 mol/m3.
The presented results were obtained in the framework of the complex implementation of research
projects “Development of scientific principles of phase transformations of technogenic and natural
gas hydrates and creation of the newest technologies of their extraction” (State registration
No. 0115U002294) and “Scientific substantiation and development of energy saving and low waste
technologies of hydrocarbon and mineral raw materials extraction” (State registration
No. 0116U008041).
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